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ABSTRACT 
 
It is important to consider the effects of the varying directions of extreme winds when 
making predictions of structural responses to wind loads.  Various methods which give 
differing results, are in use.  There is a need for more research and discussion on this 
topic to narrow down the differences. The present contribution adds to this discussion 
on wind load and response predictions. 
 
There are four prediction methods discussed in this paper: 1) the ‘worst case method: 
this method ignores directionality of wind and uses the all-direction wind speed for all 
directions,  2) the single sector method:  the method uses a directional wind speed, or a 
directional multiplier for each sector, 3) the multi-sector method:  the method combines 
probabilistically the contributions of each sectors to arrive at predictions, 4) the out-
crossing method:  the method uses single or double Weibull distribution for modelling of 
the parent wind process, the up-crossing rate of a boundary leads to prediction of 
extremes. 
 
These methods are used to predict the loads and response of a 180m high rise 
benchmark Building used for an international high-frequency base balance comparison 
(Holmes and Tse, 2014), which has been notionally placed in the Melbourne, Australia 
climate.  The first (‘worst case’) method is used as a reference for the other methods.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Wind and structure interaction and the resulting response depends on the 
orientation of a structure and approaching wind direction, as well as the magnitude of 
the wind speed.  Part of a wind engineering study consists of determining the 
aerodynamic characteristics – usually expressed in the form of non-dimensional 
coefficients. These coefficients vary with direction.  The aerodynamic data which varies 
with direction must be combined with wind climate to predict responses.  However, the 
response of a structure for a given wind load can be determined without considering the 
variation of wind with direction.  Ignoring wind directionality leads to a conservative 
estimate of responses.  
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Generally a conservative approach to wind direction is taken in wind codes and 
standards.   The Australian/New Zealand Standard (Standards Australia, 2011) 
includes wind directionality factors and uses a version of the sector method for 
predictions.  The American Standard, ASCE 7-10, (American Society of Civil Engineers, 
2010) incorporates a single statistical direction reduction factor.  However, there are 
many standards which do not consider a directional effect – for example the Malaysian 
Standard MS 1553:2002 (Department of Standards, Malaysia, 2002).   Considering the 
wind directionality effect in the prediction of responses should lead to a more optimum 
design as discussed by many authors, e.g. Holmes (1990), Davenport (1977). 

 
     A typical wind-tunnel study of buildings usually needs to consider wind approaching 
from 16 to 36 wind directions.  The data collected for different wind directions need to 
be combined with the wind climate of the site.  The different methods of combining the 
wind-tunnel data with the site wind climate may result in a response predictions with 
significant differences from each other, e.g. Simiu (2011), Isyumov et al. (2013). 
 
    This paper presents two types of wind modelling using parent distribution and 
extreme value distribution. The parent distribution is modelled by a Double Weibull 
distribution. The second method employs the Type I Extreme Value distribution.  Wind 
data, recorded by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology from stations in the Melbourne, 
Victoria area, has been used by the two modelling techniques to predict the required 
return period wind speeds. 
 
     The predicted wind speeds by directional sectors are combined with the 
aerodynamic data obtained from a 180m high-rise building used for a high-frequency 
base balance benchmarking study (Holmes and Tse, 2014).  The base moments in X 
and Y directions for wind speed of 20m/s, 30m/s and 40m/s have been used as the 
basis of this study.  For comparing the different prediction methods, 50 and 1000 year 
return period wind speeds are used.  The analyses have been carried out for five 
orientations of the building.  Rotating the building allows investigation of the 
different prediction methods under various aerodynamic and climate characteristics 

 
     Four methods of combining aerodynamic and wind climate data are presented in 
this paper. The first method is worst case method. This method ignores the wind 
directionality, and is a conservative approach. The second method is known as the 
‘sector method’.  In this method, a directional wind speed, or a directional multiplier, is 
derived for each direction sector; these values are then combined with the aerodynamic 
coefficients for the corresponding sectors, and the worst (largest) value used for design 
purposes.  This is an approximate method 
 
    The third method is the ‘multi-sector’ method.  This method combines 
probabilistically the response from all direction sectors to predict the overall response.  
The only assumption required is that of is statistical independence of the winds from 
adjacent sectors.  This is an accurate method. 
 



  

    The fourth and the last method used in this paper is the ‘out-crossing method. In this 
method, the boundary crossing rate from all directions by the parent process is used to 
predict responses for a given return period.  Although this method has a probabilistic 
basis, there are a number of assumptions behind it;  the principal of these is that the 
parent process is representative of the extremes.  
 
 
2. CLIMATE 

      
     Structural response predictions to wind loads are related to extreme wind events 
rather than regular everyday winds.  Extreme value analysis of wind data can be used 
to predict wind speeds for different return periods.  However, lack of continuous wind 
data and insufficient number years of records make the method difficult to implement in 
some cases. This difficulty led researchers to look an alternative way of predicting 
extreme wind speeds from parent distribution Gomes and Vickery (1975).    
 
     A wind climate of a site can be modeled using all data from a site. The Weibull 
distribution is usually used in practice to model the parent distribution of the 
wind.  Since this method uses the regular day-to-day wind, further modelling techniques 
have been developed to predict extreme wind characteristics by Gomes and 
Vickery (1975), and Davenport (1977).  These methods were attractive at that time due 
to their capability of modelling the wind with non-continuous data, based on a short 
number of years of record, compared to extreme value methods, which normally 
require long data records.     
 
     Further development of Weibull method leads to separation of the wind data in two 
regions and fitting the data in two parts. The method is called Double Weibull or Bi 
Modal distribution.  Melbourne wind data modeled with this method is presented in the 
next section. 
 
     The other wind modeling technique presented here uses the principles of extreme 
value analysis. The most common extreme value distribution used in wind engineering 
is the Type I extreme value distribution. This distribution has been used in this paper to 
model the Melbourne extreme wind data.    
 

2.1  Up-crossing and out-crossing formulae 

     The methods which use the parent distribution of wind speeds to predict extreme 
mean speed are based on Rice’s expression for the up-crossing rate of a stationary 
random function, as discussed by Davenport (1977), and Gomes and Vickery (1975).  
Rice’s formula  for the up-crossing rate is given  by Eq. (1): 
 

  
                                                     (1) 

 



  

     where   
 is the up-crossing rate of the level a by the wind speed U(t),  U  is the 

standard deviation of the process U(t), and    is known as the ‘cycling rate’ of the 
process. 
 

   The cycling rate,    is given by Eq, (2), i.e. it is the ratio of the standard deviation of 
the rate of change of wind speed,    , to the standard deviation of the wind speed itself.  
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     The cycling rate for Melbourne wind data of 1970 to 2010 has been calculated as 
570 cycles/per year.   However, this value may change from location to location. 
 
The out-crossing formula, derived by Davenport (1977), is a development of Rice’s 
formula, and applies to the rate of out-crossing of a two-dimensional response 
boundary: 
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where r,   are the polar coordinates which define the two-dimensional process, and the 
response boundary, a.           is the joint probability density of wind speed and 
direction.   A number of assumptions have been used to derive Equation (3); some of 
these have been queried by Lepage and Irwin (1985). 

 

2.2  Double Weibull Distribution 

 
     The Double Weibull probability density function, fU(U), is based on dividing the wind 
data into two regions, using a threshold speed which separates the upper and lower 
regions, (Zhuyun and Bekele, 2008).  The probability density function of a single and 
Double Weibull distribution is given by Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) respectively.    Eq. (4) can be 
substituted in Eq. (1) to determine the crossing rate using a single Weibull distribution. 
Similarly, for the Double Weibull distribution, Eq.(5) along with Eq.(6), for the standard 
deviation can be substituted into Eq. (3). 
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      where   is a shape factor,   is a scale factor and      is a wind speed from the   
wind direction 
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   where   , a weighting factor for lower region of wind data,        is a weighting 
factor for upper region of the wind data.    is the standard deviation and   is the mean 
value of the wind speed. The subscripts 1 and 2 represent the lower and upper region 
respectively.  
     The Double Weibull method was used to model the Melbourne wind data. This 
model shows a better fit of the data than the single Weibull model as shown in Fig. 1.   
Fig. 2 shows the joint probability distribution of wind speed and direction.  

 
 

Fig. 1 Single and Double Weibull fit and raw data 
 
 



  

 
 

Fig. 2 Probability distribution of wind speed and direction  
 

2.3  Extreme value distribution 
 
     Extreme value modelling in this paper uses the Type I Extreme Value distribution 
(sometimes known as the ‘Gumbel’ distribution).   The cumulative distribution takes the 
form of Eq. (7):  

                  
                                                    (7) 

 

     where   is the mode of the distrbution and   is a scale factor.  The return period is 
related to the cumulative probability distribution by Eq. (8). 
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     Thus, using Eq. (7) and (8) we have the wind speed for a given return period   as 
shown in Eq. (9). 

                 
 

 
                                               (9) 

 
     For large return periods Eq. (9) can be written as: 
 

                                                                               (10) 
 

Melbourne wind data was fitted to the above relation for sixteen wind directions, using a 
peaks-over-threshold (POT) approach (Holmes and Moriarty, 1999). The resulting 
modes and scale factors for sixteen directions are summarized in Table 1.  Note that 
there were insufficient data for five wind directions (67.7 to 157.5 degrees) 
 

 



  

Table 1. Mode and scale factors for Type 1 EV distribution 
(hourly mean at 180 m height over suburban terrain) 

 
Type I EV parameters for Melbourne 

Wind direction Mode  Scale factor  

Degree u a 

0 21.1 1.71 

22.5 17.6 1.72 

45 14.4 1.59 

67.5 0.0 0.00 

90 0.0 0.00 

112.5 0.0 0.00 

135 0.0 0.00 

157.5 0.0 0.00 

180 14.9 1.68 

202.5 16.8 1.18 

225 18.4 1.73 

247.5 19.2 1.67 

270 19.6 1.77 

292.5 17.9 2.29 

315 18.0 1.75 

337.5 18.9 1.59 

         The predicted extreme wind speeds with return period using a Double Weibull 
method with the up-crossing approach, and the more direct extreme value approach,  
are compared in Fig. 3.   The predicted values by the two methods agree quite well for 
all return periods. It should be noted that the calculated cycling rate and standard 
deviation used with the Double Weibull distribution may vary significantly according the 
method of evaluation and the length of the data.  For this analysis, the cycling rate has 
been taken as 570 per annum and the standard deviation was computed to be 3.23m/s.   
 
3. TEST STRUCTURE 

      
     The test structure selected for this study is a benchmark building (used for 
international HFBB comparison (Holmes and Tse, 2014). The Basic (Type B) building 
has a height of 180m, horizontal dimensions of 45m by 30m, with a rectangular cross 
section as shown in Fig. 4.  
 
     The peak Mx and My moments reported by seven wind tunnels for the 
benchmark building Type B were used in the analysis reported here.  The average of 
the peak base moments from all seven participating laboratories were used. 
 
Then, the 36 direction moments were reduced to 16 directions, to match the available 
direction sectors in the Melbourne climate data.  As discussed earlier, four methods for 
directional response prediction were used. For each prediction case, five 
building orientations were studied. 
 



  

 
 

Fig. 3   Wind speed vs. return period: up-crossings of the Double Weibull parent, and 
Extreme Value Type I  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4   Building Geometry and orientation 
 
     The peak base moments for all directions corresponding to the three wind speeds 
(20, 30 and 40m/s) are represented by Eq. (11): 
 

                                                              (11) 
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      is a peak base moment,   wind speed and     are coefficients. To facilitate 
combining the aerodynamic data with directional wind speed of a given return period, 
the coefficients of Eq. (11) were calculated by taking logarithms of the equation and 
using a least-squares linear fit.   The coefficients obtained for the 16 directions are 
given in Table 4 and 5 for the peak Mx and My moments respectively.   A comparison of 
the re-calculated moment using the coefficients obtained from original moments shows 
a good agreement.  These coefficients were used in the prediction by the various 
methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4   International benchmark Building B -  coefficients for the base moment     

 

Test Moment coefficients 

Wind direction, Degree n C 

0.0 2.37 3.5E-01 

22.5 2.30 3.8E-01 

45.0 2.44 2.1E-01 

67.5 2.79 5.7E-02 

90.0 3.38 7.9E-03 

112.5 3.46 3.3E-03 

135.0 4.63 2.3E-05 

157.5 5.55 1.0E-06 

180.0 4.60 2.7E-05 

202.5 5.35 1.0E-06 

225.0 4.96 7.0E-06 

247.5 3.61 1.8E-03 

270.0 3.42 6.9E-03 

292.5 2.77 5.9E-02 

315.0 2.46 2.0E-01 

337.5 2.32 3.6E-01 

 
 
 
 
 
 



  

Table 5 International benchmark Building B -  coefficients for the base moment     

 

Test Moment coefficients 

Wind direction, Degree n C 

0.0 2.98 2.4E-02 

22.5 2.81 3.4E-02 

45.0 2.40 1.5E-01 

67.5 2.30 2.5E-01 

90.0 2.18 3.8E-01 

112.5 2.28 2.6E-01 

135.0 2.41 1.5E-01 

157.5 2.77 3.9E-02 

180.0 2.98 2.6E-02 

202.5 2.95 1.8E-02 

225.0 3.79 3.3E-04 

247.5 4.62 1.0E-05 

270.0 3.17 2.4E-03 

292.5 4.81 1.0E-05 

315.0 4.02 1.3E-04 

337.5 3.04 1.3E-02 

 
 
4. PREDICTION OF WIND LOADS AND RESPONSES 

      
     The four methods discussed in the Introduction: i.e. the worst case, sector, multi-
sector and out-crossing methods have been used with the Melbourne climate model 
discussed in Section 2.  These methods are described in more detail as follows: 
 

 Worst Case 

     The worst-case prediction takes the maximum aerodynamic coefficient from all 
directions and combines it with the maximum wind speed from all directions for a given 
return period. This method ignores the variation of aerodynamic characteristics and 
climate wind speed with direction.  The method leads to a conservative estimate of 
wind loads and responses.  This is the simplest method of prediction. This method can 
be represented by the relation shown in Eq. (12). 
 

                                                                           (12) 
 
     where   is the predicted response,             is the maximum coefficient from 

wind direction   and          is the maximum wind speed from any direction for return 

period  . 
 

 Sector method 



  

     The aerodynamic data for each sector is combined with a corresponding directional 
sector wind speed for the desired return period. The predicted value is taken as the 
maximum value of response computed from all direction sectors.  The response for this 
method can be described by Eq. (13).  The return period, R’, of the directional wind 
speed is normally taken as a greater value than R.   In this paper R’ is taken as 4R.  
This is consistent with the original sector method developed by Melbourne (1984). 
 

                                                                         (13) 
 

 Multi-sector  method 

     In this method, the response prediction combines contributions from all directions, 
Holmes (1990, 2007).  The response prediction using multi sector method is given by 
Eq. (14). 

   
 

  
       

 

   

  
                                              (14) 

 

     where    is the return period of the response (such as the base bending moment 

   )  combining contributions from all wind directions,   is the total number of wind 

directions,    wind angle from direction  .       
 is the return period of the response      

when the wind direction is   .   
 

For a response    ,  Equation (14) is a statement of the following: 
 

Probability of not exceeding        from all directions =  

(Probability of not exceeding        from direction 1)   

(Probability of not exceeding        from direction 2)  … 

(Probability of not exceeding        from direction N) 
 
     This relationship is valid if the wind speeds (and hence the responses), from the 
various direction sectors, are statistically independent of each other; this will be true as 
long as the direction sectors are wide enough. 
 
     Extreme wind speed distributions by direction sector, using Melbourne gust wind 
data from 1940 to 1997 (synoptic wind events only – i.e. wind gusts from thunderstorm 
events were removed) were derived.  The wind speeds for various direction sectors, 
were fitted using the Extreme Value Type I distribution, as discussed in Section 2.3.   
The peak 0.2-second gusts recorded at four stations in the Melbourne area were 
corrected for terrain and gust duration (the later data were digitally recorded gusts to 
which a 3-second moving average filter was applied), and converted to an hourly mean 
at 180 metres height over suburban terrain to produce the plots in Figure 5. 

  



  

 

Fig. 5.   Extreme wind speed distributions by direction sector for the Melbourne region  

 

     The solid black line is a Type I fitted to all gust data (> 23 m/s) using a peaks over 
threshold approach (Holmes and Moriarty, 1999), regardless of wind direction.   The 
solid green line is a combined distribution obtained using the multi-sector approach,  i.e. 
an equation similar to Eq. (14) but applied to the wind speeds themselves, combining 
the separate Type I distributions fitted to 11 individual direction sectors, shown on the 
graph as dashed lines.   The green line must ‘envelope’ the lines for the 11 direction 
sectors.  

Note that contributions from ENE, E, ESE, SE, SSE sectors are negligible for 
Melbourne, and have therefore not been included.  The multi sector approach is slightly 
conservative with respect to the black line at high return periods, due the high slope 
obtained for the WNW sector. 

 

 Out-crossing method 

     The out-crossing method response prediction follows the same principle as that 
used for the wind modelling described in Section 2.2, except that the response 
boundary being crossed is not circular.  Then the rate of out crossing of the boundary is 
taken as the reciprocal of the corresponding return period. The final predicted value is 
the integrated value from all directions as shown in the next section. 
 



  

 Predicted Responses 

     The base bending x and y moments are predicted for 50 and 1000 years return 
period winds. There are four cases evaluated.  Case 1 is the worst case which ignores 
wind and aerodynamic directionality.  Case 2 (left histogram) is a sector by sector 
method.  Case 3 (centre histogram) is based on the multi-sector method.   Case 4 (right 
histogram) is derived from the out-crossing method based on the Double Weibull parent 
distribution for wind modeling and response prediction.  
 
     The four cases are applied to five building orientations. The orientation used were, 
0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o.   The predicted values were normalized by the worst case to 
facilitate the comparison.  Fig. 6 shows the comparison of moment Mx predictions for 50 

years return period, normalized by the worst case.   It can be observed that the sector 
method for some wind direction predicts the same as the worst method.  For the tested 
cases, the sector method predicts higher values than the multi-sector and out-crossing 
methods for most of the wind directions.  The out-crossing method predictions are 
higher than the sector and multi-sector method for 45o direction. However, the 
predictions are lower than the sector and multi-sector method for 90o, 135o and 180o 
directions as shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 6  Ratio of moment Mx for 50-year return period predictions 

     The moment My prediction for 50 year return period wind speeds, for all the cases 
are presented in Fig. 7.   For the My moment, the sector method predicted higher 
values than the multi-sector and out-crossing methods for all directions except 135o 
direction, where the out-crossing approach gave higher values. The predicted values 
for 90o by the out-crossing method are similar to those from the sector method and 
higher than those from the multi-sector method. However, for 180o there are significant 
differences between the out-crossing and multi-sector methods. 



  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 7  Ratio of moment My for 50-year return period predictions 

 
 
      
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8  Ratio of moment Mx for 1000-year return period predictions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9  Ratio of moment My for 1000-year return period predictions 



  

 
     The 1000-year return period predictions of Mx and My moments are shown in Figs. 8 
and 9.  The differences observed in the 50 years return period predictions do not show 
the same trends for the high return period predictions.   The wind speeds used for 
multi-sector method obtained from Type I extreme value and the wind speed obtained 
from up-crossing method based on the double Weibull distribution are not significantly 
different for the 1000 years return period winds.  However, the predicted values of 
response by the two methods do show significant differences. The values predicted by 
the out-crossing method are lower for all the cases.   These differences are not uniform 
from direction to direction (building orientation).   Even though both methods consider 
the wind approaching from all directions to arrive to the predicted values, the method of 
computing and the different assumptions inherent in the methods leads to the 
differences observed. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

     
     The effects of directionality on predicting responses have been discussed starting 
from the wind modelling. The two wind modelling techniques, based on parent 
distribution and extreme value give similar predicted wind speeds for high return 
periods.  However, the predicted building responses are significantly different for some 
of the analyzed orientations.  From the study, the following can be summarized: 
 

 The predicted wind speeds by extreme value Type I and up-crossings of the 
Double Weibull distributions for high return periods show good agreement for 
the recorded Melbourne wind data created by large-scale synoptic wind 
events. 

 The sector method generally predicts higher building responses for most 
orientations and wind direction alignment, but shows under-predictions for 
some wind directions.  This is an approximate method suitable for use in 
codes and standards. 

 

 The values of building response predicted by the out-crossing method are 
lower than those from the multi-sector method for most building orientations 
for high return periods. The lower values may be associated with difficulty of 
calculating a reliable cycling rate, and with the assumptions used in the 
derivation of the out-crossing formula. 

 

 The multi sector method gives accurate predictions for all cases considered. 
The method combines probabilistically contributions from all directions to 
arrive at response predictions, and makes direct use of extreme wind data.   
The only assumption is the statistical independence of contributions from the 
various direction sectors. 
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